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                          The genuine (nonadiabatic) shock waves

      I. The shock waves (SW) - the widespread natural phenomenon, which is successfully used
in a practical activity of the society. By this aid it were resolved not a little technical and
scientific problems which couldn’t be realized by other way. But here is three important
problems of the contemporary technique the resolve of which so far are nonfought:
- initiating of the thermonuclear reaction*

- the struggle with sudden throws of rock, coal and gas in the mines
- manufacture of the (nonpowdered) synthetic diamonds.
The reason of the failures consist in the nonadequacy contemporary generally accepted theory of
the phenomenon to its physical essence.
      The contemporary theory of SW is based on an idea about of the shock deforming as the
adiabatic process: during an infinitesimal time crossing of the shock front by infinitesimal
particle the specific quantity of heat by which it can changes with its encirclement also is
infinitesimal, and therefore it not exert influence on the – not the little! – change of its specific
energy at the expense of the deforming work; the energy conservation law  takes the form

weD = D , that is ( ) ( ) ( )( )0 0 0 0 0
1, ,
2

p V p V p p V Ve e- = + -                          (I.1)

Here w  , e  and V  -  the specific work, inner energy and volume, p - the had been taken with
a reverse sign component of the stress tenzor normal to shock front; the meanings of parameters
on the shock front ( the coordinate sx x= ) had been leaved without of indexes, but those directly
in front of it (the coordinate 0sx x= + ) had been marked by index 0. The equation (1) is called
“Hugoniot equation”, and the curve on the state plane ( ),p V described by (1) is called
“Hugoniot  adiabat” or “shock adiabat”. So far any  theoretical exercises about SW does not go
out outward of ideas represented by Hugoniot equation (1).
      Meanwhile equation (1) is the standard form of the energy equation on the elastic deforming:
when dw  equals to de , then it is found the full differential, and w  - the function of state; wD
does not depend on the way of transition, and therefore p depends from V only (linear, as it is
seen from (1)): the shock adiabat ( )ap V is a straight line.
The strict proof for said and the detailed analysis of the properties of adiabatical SW was fulfiled
in the article[1] (see also the monograph [6] ).
      For the practice more important are the SW the deforming in which is nonelastic. The
nonelastic deforming is incompatible with Hugoniot equation (1): the energy conservation law
does not leave for it another description except only:

Q weD = D +D , that is ( )( )0 0 0
1ˆ
2

Q p p V Ve e- = + + -  ,                                  (I.2)

(see [1,6] ) where Q̂  - the specific measure of the quantity  of heat, transferred (or received) by
infinitesimal particle crossing the shock front. The appearance of ˆ 0Q ¹  in this equation means

* The shock waves are the most natural tools for initiating of the thermonuclear reaction; in a
hydrogen bomb it had been used many years ago. Now the problem consist in diminishing of the
scale of a reaction.
The half-centurial attempts to initiate this reaction by warming of the magnetic held plasma had
not given the result: apparently it is a deadlock way.



for SW the setting of the existence of special natural phenomenon, had not been described in a
literature before – the shock heat transference (SHT)  (or “shock heat exchange”); it displace
himself  only when shock deformations are not elastic. Within a infinitesimal time period of
intersection of shock front the infinitesimal particle is in time to exchange with around material
by certain (not small!) specific quantity of heat: the shock heat transference take place not
gradually but by jump, exactly so as by jump changes the strained state of the particle because of
the work of deforming wD . Because of the SHT wD  already is not a full differential: p is
depended on the way of transition, and the shock curve – the graph of function ( )p V  on the

state plane ( ),p V - already is not a straight line, it is defined on the concrete conditions of the
process.
Just the such, nonlinear, shock curves in fact are determined in all experiments. But the
experiments are comprehended by proceed from the theory which is accessible for the
experimenters. But an accessible for them so far remains only the adiabatic theory based on the
Hugoniot equation (1); accordingly any shock waves are interpreted by them as the adiabatic
waves, and any shock curves - as the shock adiabats.
      The same approach so far steadfast is kept in the all others problems on the experimental and
theoretical researches of SW.
      Nonadequate theory leads to the erroneous planed (and carried out) experiments which then
falsely interpret. Lower the three examples are quoted.

2. a). The erroneous using of Hugoniot equation for SW with the not small amplitudes.
In a straight plane wave dw pdV= - ; in an adiabatic process the first law (1) gives d pdVe = - .
For the function ( ),p Ve  with any form ( ) ( )/ /

V p
d p dp V dVe e e= ¶ ¶ + ¶ ¶ ; the substitution

gives

/
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In the same time, differentiation of the Hugoniot equation and the substitution the same general
expression for de  leads to

( ) ( )0 0
1 1
2 2a pV
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p dV V
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In a general case of the function ( ),p Ve  not a special form this equations coincide – and well
then the Hugoniot equation didn’t contradict to the energy conservation law – only at 0p p®
and 0V V® . For example in an ideal gas the second equality has the form

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 01 1 / 1 1 , / ,p VaV V dp dV p p c cg g g g g- - + = + + - ºé ù é ùë û ë û

where pc and Vc - the specific heat capacities with the constant tension and volume. But the first

equality in this case gives ( )/ /adp dV p Vg= - , so the first formula turns into second only at

0p p= and 0V V= : in an ideal gas the shock waves can be described by Hugoniot equation only
if its amplitudes near to nought (differently describing it the Hugoniot equation didn’t coincide
with an energy conservation law). But here in a linear elastic body the adiabatic SW (with a
Hugoniot equation) can have any amplitudes (come not outward of the elasticity, of course). In it

2 2
0 .BV p Const pe = = , so that the first expression gives ( ) ( )/ 1/ 2 .adp dV Const= -  The same



will came from the second expression at any p so far as the Hugoniot equation leads in this case
to ( ) ( )0 0/ 2 .V V Const p p- = - ; by substitution it we again receive ( )1/ 2 .Const-  for derivative

( )/ adp dV . For the linear elastic body Hugoniot equation indeed serves the record of energy
conservation law at all loads doesn’t lead it outward from the elasticity.

      b) The equation of state of individual materials under the over high pressures.
The shock wave with an amplitude ( )0p p-  is passed through a tested sample; the specific
volume V is calculated from the measured velocity of wave. By using the known initial
meanings of V¥  and e¥ ( which are taken for 0V  and 0e ), from (1) calculate ( ),p Ve .
Error: at the high pressures the deformations are wittingly nonelastic, and the physical sense
keeps only equation (I.2) but not (I.1). But from equation (I.2) by such manner it is possible to
determine only the difference ( ) ( )0, 0

ˆ , ,Q f p V p Ve - =  which not only does not represent the

equation of state but in general not appear any function of state. For to extract the equation of
state ( ),p Ve e=  from such measurements it is necessary preliminary to determine the value of

( )0, 0
ˆ , ,Q F p V p V= .

      The remark. As the whole or some part of the heat Q̂ in a nonadiabatic shock wave passes to
the matter in front of wave, then its inner energy 0e  not equals to e¥ : it depends from Q̂ , and

together with it from Q̂  depends now 0 0,V p ; besides the change of 0V  in comparison with V¥

leads to what the velocity of wave relatively the substance far ahead of wave D  (which is
measured in the experiment) does not coincide with the velocity 0D  directly in front of rupture
which appears in the boundary conditions on the rupture.
It is necessary also to emphasize: outward of the bounds of elasticity (that is where the wave is
not adiabatic one) the meanings 0V V¥¹  and 0p p¥¹ are not the coordinates some point of the
shock curve. Coordinates of its points are the amplitude meanings ( )Sp p x=  and ( )SV V x=

and also pair of coordinates of the initial state ( ),p V¥ ¥ . The meanings 0p  and 0V  are the
functions from p , V , p¥  and V¥  and, by expressed through the letters, exclude from the
equation (I.2); it remains in this equation (and on this curve) only in the limits of elasticity when
ˆ 0Q =  and 0p p¥= , 0V V¥= .

c) The erroneous interpretation of the second principle of thermodynamics.

The fundamental conclusions for SW lead from the second principle of thermodynamics.
Contemporary theory in this questions essentially refers to the Zemplen theorem:
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0V V VD º -  ,                        (2.1)

where s  is the specific entropy, T  -  temperature.

So far as when inference of (1) it is essentially used the Hugoniot equation, this theorem is useful
only for adiabatic SW. But on account of elasticity of deformations in such SW, 0sD = , and on
account of linearity of shock adiabat[1,6], ( )2 2/ 0p V¶ ¶ = , so that the theorem (1) as a matter of
fact signifies 0 0= .



On the characteristics of not elastic SW decisive influence renders the SHT.
The right expression for the change of entropy on SW, suitable for any SW in any materials, we
obtain from the second principle of thermodynamics [2]:

,e ids d s d s= +
/ ,ed s dQ T= 0id s ³ ;                                                         (2.2)

where ed s  -   the  change  of  entropy  owing  to  interactions  with  an  outward  substance, id s  -
owing    to inner processes in material. By multiply it on T  and integrate (in according to
Lebesgue) from 0t (the moment of time when the particle arrive at coordinate 0x ) to st (when

sx x= ), we obtain

( ) ( )ˆ ,s s iT t s Q T t sD = + D
so that

( )0
ˆ / s is s s Q T t sD º - = + D                                              (2.3)

As it seen from (3), the second principle of thermodynamics does not difference between a
pressing and stretching SW; therefore later on we will bear in mind either.
Let the SW is the adiabatic one: ˆ 0.Q =  Then 0,ed s = and as 0ds =  from an elastic character of
wave, 0id s = also: in adiabatic SW cannot be carried out no dissipated processes (as for example
viscosity)*.
Let  now  the  deformations  are  not  elastic,  SHT  take  place:  the  SW  is  not  adiabatic.  The  inner
change of entropy which is stipulated with the viscosity and chemical reactions is defined from a
differential equation

1 /i
k k

k

d s V grad dg dt
dt T T

u m¢= - år
ggP ,                                              (2.4)

where ¢P -  the  tensor  of  viscosity  strains, km  and kg  - the chemical potential and the mass
portion of  k – st chemical component (see in detailes [6]). For the plain SW in an inertial
coordinate system OXYZ (axis sOX n ox 

r , sD n D=
r r , U  -  the velocity of particle along

OX) the equation (4) with register the mass conservation  is wrote :

( )( )/ / / /i k k
k

Td s dt U X dV dt dg dth m= ¶ ¶ -å                                  (2.5)

By integrate (5) from 0t  to st  we obtain

( )( )/i k k
k

T s U X V gh mD = ¶ ¶ D - Då                                                     (2.6)

Let us consider the inferences from this equation. The changing of the amplitude of SW is the
result of influence of the matter  direct behind of it front: the amplitude increases if

0 0
s sx x x

p p p p
<

- > - ,  and  decreases  in  adverse  effect.  In  a  pressing  SW  it  means  that  with  a

increasing amplitude ( )/ 0U X¶ ¶ <  at ( )sX X t=  (the back layers of matter runs over the shock

front ( )sX t ).  In  a  stretching  SW  we  like  this  obtain ( )/ 0U X¶ ¶ >  at ( )sX X t= , if the
amplitude increases (this layers run away from the front the faster the further from the front its
are found; here s XU n U e U= - =

r r r ). Decreasing of the amplitude is accompanied ( )/ 0U X¶ ¶ > at

pressing and ( )/ 0U X¶ ¶ < at stretching on the rupture ( )sX X t= . At last, if the SW is

stationary then also stationary will be motion behind its front , and ( )/ 0U X¶ ¶ =  at ( )sX X t£ .

* According to the definition of elastic processes[3,4,5], the  inner energy of the body after removal
of the outward influences must be previous. If dissipated processes presence it is impossible.



Thus the viscous share of isD  depends not only from the sign of VD  but also depends from the
direction  of  change  of  the  SW  amplitude  (from  the  sign  of  derivative /d p dt ). When an
amplitude of SW (pressing or stretching – with indifference) increases, the contribution from
viscosity in isD  is positive one, so that such SW all are thermodynamic permissible (if

0k k
k

gm D =å ).   At  the  decreasing  of  the  amplitude  the  product ( )( )/U X V¶ ¶ D <0  ,  also  with

indifference from the sign ( )VD  :  the  existence  of  not  adiabatic  SW  (  both  pressing  and
stretching) at the decreasing of amplitude is permissible only if negative investment in isD  from
the viscosity is compensated from positive investment at the expense of change the inner
structure of matter. If the matter have only 1 component (as in graphite or deuterium), the
existence of non adiabatic SW with a decreasing amplitude is not permissible: such a wave, even
if will arise, instantly will lose its shock nature and turn into ordinary continuous wave.

      3. As far as it is possible to judge according to an opened (non secret) literature, in the
experiments on initiating of thermonuclear reaction, which – as it is supposed its customers and
executants – must be made by the SW, as yet, as a rule, were used the ordinary continuously
waves: it straight leads from the comparison of experimental conditions with the aforesaid
consequences from the second principle of thermodynamics. The results of an influence on the
matter of the SW and the ordinary continuously waves are essentially different: and it is the main
reason of the failures in such investigations.
      It ought to keep in mind: in the certain conditions the continuous waves can turn into the SW;
the detailed analysis of this process had been executed in[6]. In the aforesaid works a such
analysis was not fulfilled.
       The same must be stated as regards to turning graphite into diamond.
      As to problem of the sudden throws of coal, rock and gas in the mines, - here first of all it is
necessary to understand: on its physical nature it is the result of the passage of active shock wave
of stretching. The idea about such waves had been inserted in the mechanics of continuum in [6] ;
its detailed research and some recommendations on the problem had been worked out by author
at last years in a process of an improvement the text of monograph.
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